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the rosetta satellite launched in 2004 is a joint project between esa
(european space agency) and the state of switzerland (cheops). the
goal was to study the proton and cerebration layers of the comet's
(9p/tempel 1) nucleus by using a lander. the lander's instrument
package was based on instruments flown on cassini. the cassini

mission has several scientific objectives. some of the important ones
are to determine the composition of saturn's rings, image the rings
and the composition of the enceladus plume, and study the moon
titan. cassini completed it's mission on september 15, 2017. the

advance hydrogen mapping experiment (ahmp) is a special
instrument aboard the jupiter ganymede orbiter. it is a device that
watches the ross (rimaging spectrometer experiment) instrument.

ross observes the magnetic field and minerals near the
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gober, governo brasileiro de defesa civil (g.a.b.d.c.), is a brazilian
government institution responsible for the promotion and promotion
of the defense forces of the country. the mission of the gober is to

perform, manage, and support its mission for public defense forces, in
order to achieve national defense policy in accordance with strategic
concepts of the country. in accordance with the program of action to
the apec civil defense ecosystem(pcd), the gober began developing
and will be applied in brazil in 2012 a toolkit for planning, execution

and monitoring of civil defense projects. the open source remote
sensing database (os-rsd) is intended to be used to store, organize,

and deliver satellite imagery, particularly satellite images from
landsat and terra. see the os-rsd website for more information. the
nasa climate data assimilation office (cdap) provides access to a

variety of climate monitoring systems operated by nasa, including the
moderate-resolution imaging spectroradiometer (modis) and the

advanced very high resolution radiometer (avhrr). cdap is a system of
products, a web of access, and an archive of data. all products

published by cdap, including atmospheric temperature and
precipitation estimates, humidity, wind, cloud cover, and solar

radiation, are based on observations made by the thousands of land
and satellite meteorological stations operated by the united states

national weather service. healthmap is an open-source, online
database of more than 500,000 cases of infectious disease (over 300
bacterial, viral, and protozoan) from more than 130 countries around
the world. case data is collected from published literature, regional

and national health organizations, and from healthmap volunteers as
they treat patients. 5ec8ef588b
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